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Work Group Members:   Fred Brummer 

Maribel Gomez Cordero 
Walter Hawkins 
Mikaela Nix 
Katie Smith, Assisting CRC as Staff 
Wade Vose, CRC Attorney 
Kate Latorre, Assistant County Attorney 
Anissa Mercado, Staff Assistant 

 
A meeting was held to identify issues and questions. 
 
Chair Gomez Cordero gave an update of the last TDT meeting. 
 
Proposed Charter Amendment Legal Review 
Attorney Vose presented on his revision to Member Brummer’s charter amendment language. 
Discussion ensued. 
 
Motion/Second: Members Brummer/Hawkins 
Action: The TDT Procedure/Priorities Work Group motion to accept Attorney Vose’s revision to 
Member Brummer’s proposal as the new proposed charter amendment and bring it to the full 
CRC was withdrawn. 
 
County Administration Comments 
Mr. Gassman asked was it the intent to exclude some of the current priorities from the TDT 
Plan?  Attorney Vose responded the current proposal omits some provisions based on his legal 
concerns.  Ms. Latorre addressed the county’s concerns with the modified proposal; further 
stating, Orange County Administration is still concerned with placing a detailed procedure in the 
Charter.  Ms. McHenry noted the process proposed is not clear and simple and county staff 
needs adequate time to flesh out the document.  Mr. Winterkamp addressed a claim made 
during the October 6th TDT work group meeting on behalf of the Orlando Science Center to 
correct the record.  Discussion ensued. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Motion/Second: Members Brummer/Hawkins 
AYE (voice vote): All present members  
Action: The TDT Procedure/Priorities Work Group approved the motion that at a subsequent 
meeting, the members will submit suggested modifications to Attorney Vose’s revised proposal. 
 



Public Comment 
The following persons addressed the Work Group: 

• Flora Maria Garcia stated the cultural sector has received a lot of feedback in 
regards to the TDT proposal expressing some concerns with the reprioritization of 
projects competing with unencumbered TDT dollars. 

• Angel de la Portilla noted that nothing in the proposed Charter amendment impacts 
any of the current level of funding for the Arts or any of the venues.  He further 
suggested that the work group bring this topic to the full CRC to vet the issue and for 
further discussion. 

• Glenn Santile {Phonetic] stated investments that have an important long term impact 
such as building a major cultural facility cannot be measured by a standard 
application that focuses on a short-term perspective as a return on investment; 
further suggesting, use tourist development tax funds in all the ways the state of 
Florida statute allows to benefit the community, do not narrow its use. 

• Becky Roper {Phonetic] mentioned her concern with narrowing the focus of the 
tourist tax dollars being used other than the state allowable way ; further 
recommending, not to go forward with the proposal until the issue is fully vetted to 
avoid a ripple effect. 

• Sarah Siegel suggests the work group consider very carefully any specific changes 
being considered and where they best belong so that there is some maneuverability 
in the future to use the funds in the best way. 

 
Action Plan 
The next scheduled TDT Procedure/Priorities Work Group meeting will be determined at a later 
date. 
 


